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In these classic novels featuring characters from Considering Kate, #1 New York Times bestselling

author Nora Roberts enchants with the stories of two inspiring women who learn to liveâ€¦and

loveâ€¦on their own terms.ReflectionsA lifetime spent pursuing her dreams of dance left Lindsay

Dunne little time for romance. That is until she meets brooding architect Seth Bannion, the guardian

of a talented young ballerina in Lindsayâ€™s ballet class. As Lindsay and Seth clash over their

hopes for the girlâ€™s future, passions flareâ€¦and Lindsay receives a crash course in the art of

love.Dance of DreamsPrima ballerina Ruth Bannion has always been in awe of her demanding

mentor Nickolai Davidov. But when they are partnered in a sensual new ballet, they both struggle to

fight the rising attraction between them. Perhaps itâ€™s Ruthâ€™s turn to be the teacherâ€¦and

show the guarded Nickolai the tender dance of love?
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"Reflections and Dreams" contains two of Nora Roberts' older works, "Reflections" and "Dance of

Dreams." Both these books are set in the fascinating and demanding world of ballet.I want to make

a note here to people who complain that this is a reprint . . . it is clearly marked that these are two of

Nora's older works that have been repackaged. This is done for the benefit of people like me who

have only recently discovered this exceptional author. It does not say "first time in print" as all of her

new books do, and I personally think that finding these older books is like finding a wonderful gift.

So to avoid any confusion, just make sure that you check the copyright dates before you buy a book

if you do not want to buy a previously published one.Anyway, these two books were great! The first



book introduces Lindsay Dunne. Lindsay is an extremely talented ballerina, but she has left the

spotlight and returned home to care for her mother after a debilitating accident. Lindsay keeps busy

teaching dance and caring for her mother. Seth Bannion, a famous architect, arrives in town with his

recently orphaned niece, Ruth. Seth and Lindsay create all kinds of sparks when they are together,

not all of them good, but they both find each other irresistible! Ruth begins ballet lessons with

Lindsay, and Lindsay immediately recognizes her incredible talent. As Lindsay tries to convince

Seth that Ruth needs to go away to dance school it creates a rift between them that may ultimately

tear them apart!This is a wonderful story of finding love and following your dreams.The second book

meets up with Ruth several years later, dancing at one of the best dance companies in the country

with her mentor and Lindsay's former partner, Nick Davidov.
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